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In a remarkably brief period, a serious challenge to the national security interests 
of the United States and its allies has emerged in Europe. This new threat ema-
nates from a militarily resurgent and increasingly aggressive Russia, openly 

manifested in early 2014 by its seizure of Crimea from neighboring Ukraine—the 
first time since the end of the Second World War that a European state has annexed 
territory from another European state. The subsequent spread and intensification 
of Russian-sponsored fighting to regions of eastern Ukraine, including the direct 
engagement of Russian military units, have had catastrophic consequences, with 
thousands of military and civilian deaths, hundreds of thousands of internally dis-
placed persons, and widespread damage to infrastructure. Compounding this ongoing 
conflict is a dramatic increase in Russian Air Force activity in airspace adjacent to 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) countries, including long-range patrols 
in the Atlantic and Pacific oceans as well as an ever more ambitious cycle of com-
bined-arms military exercises by the Russian armed forces on a scale not seen since 
the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991. Given these events, one must recognize 
that at the extreme, the possibility of armed conflict between the Russian Federation 
and NATO exists to a much higher degree than has been true since the end of the 
Cold War.

This article argues that the dynamic risk presented by Russia requires NATO air 
forces in general and the US Air Force in particular to adapt quickly to these evolv-
ing strategic and tactical realities. One key element in planning for air operations 
against a technologically advanced adversary such as Russia is to consider the best 
locations from which to fight, a question that impinges directly on the effectiveness 
and survival of NATO air units. Accordingly, this study begins by describing the geo-
political background of the current heightened tensions between NATO and Russia 
and then focuses on how this increasingly fraught situation relates to defending the 
alliance’s most vulnerable member states: the three Baltic countries of Estonia, Latvia, 
and Lithuania.1 The analysis then considers forward-basing options for NATO air 
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force units, including those proposed in recent studies, in light of known threats 
and the realities of military geography.

NATO and the New Russian Threat
To appreciate the suddenness with which Russia has emerged on the scene as a 

real geostrategic opponent for the United States, one should consider the 2012 De-
fense Strategic Guidance (DSG).2 Catherine Dale and Pat Towell note that this docu-
ment is “explicitly intended to reshape future Department of Defense (DOD) priorities, 
activities, and budget requests for the following decade.”3 In the section that as-
sesses the present and future global security environment, the DSG overwhelm-
ingly emphasizes the “rebalance toward the Asia-Pacific region” (emphasis in original), 
the clear implication of which is to give US military capabilities in Europe less 
prominence (although this is couched in language crafted to obscure that fact).4 
Notably, given subsequent developments to the contrary, the same portion of the 
document declares that “our engagement with Russia remains important, and we 
will continue to build a closer relationship in areas of mutual interest and encourage 
it to be a contributor across a broad range of issues.”5 Yet, by 2014 Robert Legvold, 
the respected scholar of Russian foreign policy, having taken note of developments 
after 2012, would write that “the crisis in Ukraine has pushed the two sides over a 
cliff and into a new relationship, one not softened by the ambiguity that defined 
the last decade of the post–Cold War period, when each party viewed the other as 
neither friend nor foe. Russia and the West are now adversaries.”6 Finally as an indi-
cation of how dramatically things have changed in terms of US national security 
interests since 2012, in his confirmation testimony before Congress in July 2015, 
Gen Joseph Dunford, the current chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, stated that 
he viewed Russia as an “existential threat to the United States,” ahead of all his 
other concerns, including China, North Korea, and the Islamic State.7 Subsequent to 
General Dunford’s testimony, Russia’s military intervention in Syria has no doubt 
underscored that view.

Although numerous analyses have addressed Russia’s motives in undertaking 
these moves, this article contends that appropriate responses by the United States 
and its NATO allies deserve more emphasis, especially as regards planning for air 
operations against such a highly capable opponent. Indeed, given the instability in 
many regions of the world and the proliferation of sophisticated weapons systems, 
the DSG calls for the United States to develop further its ability to project military 
power into areas where technologically advanced defenses make such operations 
risky—what have become known as antiaccess/area-denial (A2/AD) environments. 
In this regard, the only two such A2/AD states specifically mentioned in the DSG 
are China and Iran.8 Russia, however, is very definitely an A2/AD state—one that 
actually has contiguous borders with five NATO member states and is relatively 
close to several others. This geographical fact, discussed in detail below, presents 
some unique complications for military planners, especially concerning the NATO 
Baltic region.
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Stephen Walt convincingly argues that the aggressive foreign policy and military 
actions of Russian president Vladimir Putin against some of his neighbors handed a 
declining and drifting NATO a revived raison d’être that especially benefits the Baltic 
member states, which have eagerly sought this kind of attention from the alliance—
particularly as the Russian threat has become more of a reality.9 If Russia’s war 
against NATO-aspirant Georgia in 2008 was not enough of a harbinger, certainly 
Moscow’s more recent attacks in Ukraine and the much higher operational tempo 
of Russian forces along NATO’s eastern frontier have energized the alliance, with 
the focus on defending the highly exposed Baltic region. President Barack Obama 
made that clear during his visit to the Estonian capital, Tallinn, in September 2014, 
where he affirmed NATO’s commitment under Article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty 
to come to the defense of the Baltic countries.10 This theme was enhanced and op-
erationalized at the NATO Wales Summit that followed the president’s Tallinn re-
marks. There, NATO leaders approved a readiness action plan that

include[s] measures that address both the continuing need for assurance of Allies. . . . [Said] 
assurance measures include continuous air, land, and maritime presence and meaningful 
military activity in the eastern part of the Alliance, both on a rotational basis . . . and the 
[establishment] of a Very High Readiness Joint Task Force (VJTF) . . . that will be able to 
deploy within a few days to respond to challenges that arise, particularly at the periphery 
of NATO’s territory (emphasis added).11

This forward-leaning posture vis-à-vis NATO’s defense of the Baltic region is en-
couraged by strong support for such a strategy by, among others, NATO, the Baltic 
countries themselves, the US government, and some parts of the national security 
community in this country.12 In turn, this new strategic direction stimulates de-
mands from the alliance’s political leadership on NATO’s military establishment to 
provide operational (i.e., tactical) plans to deter Russian aggression and, if that fails, 
to carry out an actual military response. From the first of these new requirements 
has emerged the VJTF and a series of exercises involving units assigned thereto; an 
enhanced Baltic air policing mission that monitors and in many cases intercepts 
Russian military aircraft operating in the region; and, for US forces specifically, a 
number of deployments and exercises under the rubric Operation Atlantic Resolve.13 
These latter include US Air Force units deploying from the continental United 
States (CONUS) to European bases as theater security packages as well as United 
States Air Forces in Europe (USAFE) units operating from forward bases, including 
Ämari in Estonia and Šiauliai in Lithuania, for various exercises or to take up Baltic 
air policing rotations. Further US commitments to bolster the confidence of the Baltic 
countries have been forthcoming via the European Reassurance Initiative an-
nounced by President Obama in June 2014, which includes, among many other 
items, funds for improvements at Ämari, Šiauliai, and Lielvārde (in Latvia) airfields 
(and at Łask Air Base in Poland).14 More recently, Secretary of Defense Ashton 
Carter announced in June 2015 that the United States would begin temporarily pre-
positioning equipment for an armored brigade in central and eastern European 
NATO countries, with each of the Baltic states agreeing to host company- to battalion-
sized elements, thereby facilitating the rotation of American forces into the region 
for training and exercises.15 Finally, in August 2015, the US Air Force dispatched 
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F-22 Raptors to Europe for the first time, officially “to train alongside other U.S. Air 
Force aircraft, joint partners, and NATO allies,” but the geopolitical message sent by 
the deployment surely did not go unnoticed in Moscow.16

Considering a High-End Fight with Russia
Since many countries now possess technologically advanced air defense systems, 

the critical need to develop and exercise ways to engage potential enemies in what 
has been termed a “high-end” fight is undeniable. Emphasizing “that the Nation re-
lies on [the Air Force] to be first in for the high-end fight,” the service’s senior leader-
ship has on numerous occasions stressed the urgency of enhancing readiness and 
training to the demanding standard necessary to prevail in such conflicts.17 If it 
comes to that, a war against Russia would certainly be a high-end fight from the out-
set. The sweeping force-modernization programs undertaken by Russia have continued 
and will continue to significantly up the ante in terms of any military confrontation 
with that country in the Baltic region (or elsewhere), including the use of NATO air-
power. As Michael Kofman notes, “Russia is militarily the strongest it has been 
since the Cold War, fielding the most capable, modernized, and well-funded force it 
is likely going to have for the foreseeable future.”18 Such game-changing offensive 
and defensive technologies demand innovative thinking about the conduct of com-
plex air operations. On the one hand, if anything, the imperative to be creative 
when it comes to the actual employment of airpower has increased over time, and 
the pace of such change necessitates continuing debate about how to adapt to more 
challenging threat scenarios. On the other, as discussed below, one must take care 
to place any military innovation—whether technological or operational—in the geo-
graphic context of where a potential conflict might become a reality.

From both a strategic and an operational perspective, a key aspect of planning 
options for the employment of land-based airpower is the obvious need for airfields 
from which to fight. Typically, air forces are concentrated at top-tier airfields (main 
operating bases [MOB]) with such features as permanent maintenance and refuel-
ing facilities, munitions storage, perhaps hardened and dispersed aircraft shelters or 
revetments, combat support or combat-enabling functions (such as intelligence and 
operations staff), and at least some provision for air base defense (depending on the 
proximity to the enemy). Because of the high cost of maintaining MOBs—and in 
certain cases, political sensitivities to their presence—these bases tend to be rela-
tively few in number and therefore present an adversary with a short and easy-to-
locate target list.

One concept that would mitigate the downside to the limited number of MOBs 
involves planning to spread air assets to other, secondary airfields and carry on the 
fight from there. During the Cold War, the epitome of this approach was USAFE’s 
collocated operating base system wherein about two-thirds of units deploying from 
the CONUS would bed-down at airfields widely dispersed across NATO countries 
(especially the United Kingdom and Germany) with pre-positioned fuels and muni-
tions.19 More recently, two journal articles have offered interesting proposals to take 
the agile-basing model one step further by untethering operations from geographi-
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cally fixed support elements (other than runways and parking) by refueling and re-
arming aircraft from mobile support teams airlifted into what otherwise could be a 
bare base (forward arming and refueling points [FARP]).20 Both of these articles focus 
on situations in which US Air Force assets (principally fighter aircraft) would be de-
ployed in an A2/AD scenario wherein the threat to MOBs would be high, one in-
volving conflict with China and the other against Russia. Ideas such as the FARP 
initiative make very good sense and might be crucial to success in such situations, 
allowing in-place NATO forces to counter an aggressor (e.g., Russia) at least until 
additional assets flow from mobilizing units in European countries and active, 
Guard, and Reserve units from the CONUS.

How Far Forward Is Forward?
Indeed, one of the above-referenced articles posits a FARP operation at Ämari Air 

Base in Estonia, which is worth examining in light of the realities of military geography 
and the capabilities of opposing forces in a NATO-Russia conflict in the Baltic region. 
In other words, the question raised here is not how a high-end fight with Russia 
should take place if it comes to pass but where it should occur. More generally, ana-
lyzing this particular FARP scenario in its actual context may facilitate making 
sound decisions on basing that take into account the full range of factors involved.

The first of these factors is geography, which has dealt the Baltic countries a 
tough hand to play when it comes to national defense. The three NATO states in the 
Baltic region combined have about the same area and population as the state of 
Missouri. Further, Estonia and Latvia border Russia proper whereas Lithuania borders 
the Russian exclave of Kaliningrad (see the map on the next page). These basic facts 
of small geographic size and population and their precarious location, especially as 
it relates to Russia, have shaped the history of the Baltic countries and are crucial to 
understanding their present-day geopolitical situation. For our purposes in this sec-
tion, the key point is that this reality renders them highly vulnerable to attack by a 
variety of means from their powerful neighbor to the East—so vulnerable that even 
agile, untethered air operations from the territory of the Baltic countries would be 
extremely risky and require, at a minimum, a level of defensive protection that, 
given the scarcity of such systems, could be better utilized elsewhere.
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Several specific threats to air operations would apply to air bases regionwide 
should the Baltic countries be attacked by Russia; they are, in declining order of im-
portance, short-range ballistic missiles, air attack with standoff air-to-surface munitions, 
surface-to-air missiles, ground attack, and attacks by airborne or special operations 
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forces. Further complicating the threat picture, of course, is the strong likelihood 
that several of these attack modes might present themselves simultaneously or 
nearly so. Finally, the relative paucity of FARP-capable airfields in the Baltic coun-
tries restricts the options for such operations and reduces the enemy’s target list to 
more manageable numbers. If one follows Lt Col Robert Davis’s criteria for mini-
mum FARP operations—and admittedly absent firsthand knowledge—there appear 
to be only three candidate airfields in Estonia, five in neighboring Latvia, and an-
other five in Lithuania.21

Regardless of the number of possible FARP dispersal bases in the NATO Baltic re-
gion itself, all are highly problematic in terms of survival in a conflict with Russia. 
Without doubt the most significant threat to conducting NATO air operations from 
Baltic-region bases is the Russian Iskander short-range ballistic missile (NATO: SS-26 
Stone). Robert Farley places the Iskander at the top of his list of the most serious 
threats that Russia presents to NATO—and with good reason.22 The system is road-
mobile and capable of operating independently; moreover, with a range of up to 250 
miles, the missiles could strike all possible Baltic FARP bases from launchers inside 
Russia proper or in Russia’s Kaliningrad exclave.23

Baltic-region airfields from which FARP operations might be conducted are also 
at risk from attack by the Russian Air Force—in particular, the SU-24 (NATO: 
Fencer) strike aircraft and variants of the Sukhoi family of multirole fighters (NATO: 
Flanker and Fullback) employing precision or unguided air-to-surface ordnance from 
the large variety of this type of weapon available in the Russian inventory. NATO’s 
defensive counterair would be complicated by the short distances involved; for 
example, an SU-24 flying a low-altitude attack profile at speed would be overhead 
Ämari Air Base just 10 minutes after crossing the Russo-Estonian border. Additional 
threats to NATO aircraft operating in the Baltic region come from the increasingly 
more effective and longer-range Russian surface-to-air missile (SAM) air defense 
systems, especially the S-300 (NATO: SA-10 Grumble) family and the newer S-400 
(NATO: SA-21 Growler). These mobile SAMs, if deployed inside Russia’s western 
frontier, could acquire and engage aircraft over the eastern half of Estonia and Latvia, 
with the longer-range variants capable of covering virtually all of both countries, 
especially against a target with a large radar cross section (such as the C-17 in the 
FARP scenario). Further complicating NATO’s challenges from Russian air defenses 
in the Baltic region is the huge military buildup in the Kaliningrad exclave, which 
may include batteries of the S-400 that could engage NATO aircraft operating from 
Šiauliai (the original and main Baltic air policing base) or other air bases in Lithuania 
or even eastern Poland.

Although greatly reduced in size by a series of military reforms in the post-Soviet 
period, Russia’s ground forces can still endanger its much smaller neighbors, in par-
ticular the Baltic states. Depending on demands elsewhere, the Russian Army could 
bring to bear between two and six motorized rifle brigades along its western frontier 
with Estonia and Latvia, a force sufficient to challenge NATO’s ability to ensure the 
safety of the few airfields in the region from which operations might be conducted. 
Should these formations penetrate any significant distance into Estonian or Latvian 
territory, they would bring with them the dense SAM defenses organic to Russian 
Army maneuver units, rendering air operations in the vicinity even more dangerous. 
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Finally, special operations forces (in Russian, Spetsnaz) and airborne troops have 
assumed a much more central role in Russian military planning. As their adroit em-
ployment in the seizure of Crimea demonstrated, these forces are capable of rapid, 
stealthy, and effective operations. One could reasonably expect that at least one 
Spetsnaz brigade would be available for operations against NATO in the Baltic re-
gion, as well as one regiment of airborne / air assault troops. It would also be pru-
dent to assume that, given Russia’s long and close involvement in the Baltic region 
and the presence there of a million ethnic Russians, its foreign and military intelli-
gence agencies have more than adequate knowledge of the NATO military posture 
in that area.

Ultimately, in the calculus of military capabilities of NATO allies and possible ad-
versaries in the Baltic region, the NATO Baltic states possess insufficient military 
strength with which to defend themselves against an attack from Russia.24 The 
armed forces of the three Baltic countries include no tanks, no combat aircraft, and 
only short-range SAMs. What Luis Simón characterizes as “the lack of conventional 
military balance against Russian power” on the part of the Baltic countries propels 
the geopolitical anxiety manifest in the NATO Baltic states now that Russia presents 
a bona fide and growing threat to the survival of those countries.25 Indeed, as Stephen 
Blank details, in the huge Zapad (“West”) 2013 exercises, Russian military forces 
conducted “classic large-scale conventional theater operations involving combined 
and joint operations” in a scenario involving the Baltic region.26 For the time being, 
the facts of geography and the potential threat from Russian forces render the for-
ward deployment of NATO air assets into bases in that region perilous indeed in the 
event of hostilities between the alliance and Russia.

Conclusion 
Airpower and Geopolitical Angst in the NATO Baltic States

The foregoing dire threat situation to the NATO Baltic states presented by the 
Russian armed forces raises the following question: why even think about fighting 
from there? The answer lies in the realm of geopolitics and especially in the acces-
sion of the Baltic states to NATO. After two centuries of Russian rule during the 
czarist era and harsh decades under the Soviet regime (with a period of indepen-
dence between the two world wars truncated by forced annexation into the USSR, 
followed by mass deportations and significant loss of life), it comes as no surprise 
that the Baltic countries have serious national security concerns and that these con-
cerns would center around their relationship with Russia. Once the USSR dissolved, 
all three newly independent Baltic states had to work out bilateral arrangements 
with post-Soviet Russia in the areas of economic linkages, citizenship issues regard-
ing ethnic Russians desiring to remain in the region, withdrawal of Russian (former 
Soviet) military personnel, and questions of territorial delimitation. None of these 
went smoothly, and tensions between the Baltic countries and Russia inevitably re-
sulted, further underscoring the need for these fledgling states to integrate them-
selves into the emergent European Union and into the best collective security op-
tion available: NATO. After joining NATO’s Partnership for Peace in 1994 as a 
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precursor to full membership, the Baltic countries pushed aggressively for acces-
sion, having to counter the belief that their small size and lack of military capability 
would be seen as a liability for the alliance and that because of “their geographic po-
sition, they would be impossible to defend” (emphasis added).27 They proved their 
bona fides by volunteering troops to Balkans peacekeeping operations, organizing 
their own regional defense collaborations, and continuing to press their case diplo-
matically until achieving their goal of full NATO membership in 2004. Not resting 
on those laurels, since accession, all of the Baltic countries have participated to the 
fullest possible extent in NATO exercises and out-of-area deployments, including 
the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.28

One of the key manifestations of NATO membership for the Baltic countries has 
been the establishment and expansion of NATO air operations in the region. Imme-
diately upon formal accession of the Baltic states to NATO, the alliance initiated the 
Baltic air policing mission at Šiauliai, said mission involving the rotation of four-
ship fighter packages from different NATO air forces to provide quick-reaction-alert 
capability over Baltic regional airspace. In 2014, in response to the Crimean crisis, 
the alliance quadrupled the number of fighter aircraft involved and added air bases 
in Estonia (Ämari) and Poland (Malbork) as part of this mission. Even though the 
number of aircraft was later trimmed, with heightened tensions between NATO and 
Russia from early 2014 on, the number of Baltic air policing quick-reaction-alert sorties 
increased dramatically as Russian air activity over the Baltic intensified, and NATO 
added supporting Airborne Warning and Control System patrols with its own and 
national aircraft.29 Furthering the commitment on the part of NATO to vigorously 
defend its Baltic member states, a wide range of military exercises in the region 
(e.g., Saber Strike) is ongoing and increasingly larger and more complex. Most of 
these now have an air component, and some—such as the Baltic Regional Training 
Events—include upgraded exercising in close air support, interoperability, and com-
mand and control, all of which would be crucial for a multinational force in a high-
end fight.30

This very high level of NATO air activity in eastern Europe no doubt pays a number 
of dividends, certainly offering realistic joint training in areas where hostilities 
might occur, hopefully deterring a potential aggressor, and showing the flag to allies. 
But one danger in all of this is that rotating aircraft to bases in the Baltic countries 
creates the impression that NATO air forces might choose to actually fight from 
there if the present crisis (or some future crisis) escalates into hostilities with Rus-
sia. As described above, even with options such as the FARP plan, should such cir-
cumstances unfold, air bases in the Baltic countries themselves would almost cer-
tainly prove unusable at best. To plan air operations under these conditions, 
whether agile or not, involves exposing precious resources and lives to an unten-
able risk until the threat from Russian attacks is greatly reduced.

If the Baltic countries are not the place to forward-base air assets in a conflict 
with Russia, then where would that place be? Poland appears the better option for 
FARPs in such a scenario. In addition to Polish Air Force MOBs, that country in-
cludes some 50 FARP-capable airfields. Poland is about 80 percent larger in area, 
having a population over six times the size of the NATO Baltic region, and its border 
with Russia is only along the Kaliningrad exclave (see the map above). Although the 
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frontage with Kaliningrad is not insignificant by any means, certainly one of NATO’s 
highest priorities in any conflict with Russia would entail neutralizing Moscow’s 
forces in the exclave. Poland’s large and well-equipped army and a first-rate combat 
air force, with NATO reinforcements arriving in short order, would be vital to such a 
task. That this latter course may be what NATO is actually thinking is evidenced by 
the first VJTF exercise involving actual movement of troops (Noble Jump), wherein 
these rapid-reaction forces deployed to westernmost Poland.31 With Kaliningrad 
neutralized, NATO air forces could be employed to counter any Russian moves 
across the Estonian and Latvian borders, perhaps in the meantime retarding Rus-
sian ground forces with interdiction missions from air bases in southern and western 
Poland or other Central European countries.32

The pressure brought to bear on NATO planners by the alliance’s political leader-
ship to devise ways to defend the Baltic region against a Russian invasion is intense, 
even in light of a good counterargument that such an invasion would not be in Moscow’s 
best interest.33 Regardless, such a defense is almost certainly not realizable in the 
short term. Forward-basing US and other NATO air units into those countries if hos-
tilities were either imminent or under way, given the realities of military geogra-
phy and the balance of forces in the region, would be imprudent to say the least. 
These realities certainly do not invalidate the FARP concept; rather, as noted above, 
this might be a very effective way to engage an enemy in a high-end fight, but it de-
mands that planners consider carefully the geographic constraints dictated by the 
threat. Put another way, it would be unwise to allow strategic views emerging from 
geopolitical considerations to determine tactical planning for a high-end fight. 
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